Drive My Car  
by Paul McCartney and John Lennon (1965)


(sing g)


Asked a girl what she wanted to be  She said “Baby, can’t you— see?”


“I wanna be famous, a star of the screen, but you can do some-thing in-be—tween”

Chorus:  “Baby, you can drive my— car”

Bm  . .  |G7  . .  |

“Yes, I’m gonna be a— star”


“Baby, you can drive my car and maybe I’ll lo-ove you-----”


I told that girl that my prospects were good— and she said “Baby, it’s under—stood


Working for peanuts is all ver-y fine but I can show you a better— time—”

Chorus:  “Baby, you can drive my— car”

Bm  . .  |G7  . .  |

“Yes, I’m gonna be a— star”


“Baby, you can drive my car and maybe I’ll lo-ove you-----”

A\ --- --- --- |  beep-beep mm beep-beep---


Yeah!


Chorus:  “Baby, you can drive my— car”

Bm  . .  |G7  . .  |

“Yes, I’m gonna be a— star”


“Baby, you can drive my car and maybe I’ll lo-ove you-----”
I told that girl I could start right a-way-- and she said “Listen babe I got something to say--
I got no car and it’s breaking my heart-- but I’ve got a driv-er and that’s a-- start--”

Bm . . . . | G7 . . . |
Chorus: “Baby, you can drive my-- car”
Bm . . . . | G7 . . . |
“Yes, I’m gonna be a-- star”
“Baby, you can drive my car and maybe I’ll lo-ove you----”
A\ --- --- --- | D . . . |
beep-beep mm beep-beep--- Yeah!
A\ --- --- --- | D . . . |
beep-beep mm beep-beep--- Yeah!
A\ --- --- --- | D\ beep-beep mm beep-beep--- Yeah!
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